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Universal criminal jurisdiction (UJ) has had an impressive, even turbulent,

career during the last two decades. From a historical oddity dealing with

piracy, it has recently made its way to the forefront of the prosecution of the

most serious international crimes – including genocide, crimes against

humanity, and war crimes. Nowadays not a week goes by without news about

another UJ case being opened or another UJ judgment being rendered.

Despite its recent upsurge, many questions about the nature, legitimacy, and

administration of universal criminal jurisdiction remain unanswered – and

partly even unasked.

One main reason is that UJ finds itself at the multidimensional “crossroads”[1]

of multiple legal sub-disciplines (international vs. criminal law), spheres

(international vs. domestic law), domains (substantive vs. procedural law),

and rationales of attribution (state vs. individual responsibility). While UJ has

been mainly scrutinized by international law theorists, the materialization of

universal jurisdiction in a growing number of ongoing cases challenges both

domestic criminal justice systems and the international legal order. We should

seize this opportunity to comprehensively address UJ in legal scholarship,

connect international and domestic debates, and develop a systematic and

multidimensional approach for questioning and conceptualizing the

phenomenon of UJ for international crimes.

What Is Universal Jurisdiction?

Universal criminal jurisdiction is a complex, multifaceted concept. Currently,

there is “no generally accepted definition of universal jurisdiction.”[2] The

concept remains highly controversial, especially in terms of scope and

preconditions of application. The 6th Committee of the General Assembly of

States of the United Nations (UN-GA) has continuously discussed the matter

since 2009.[3] The International Law Commission, noting the limited progress

made by the 6th Committee, added the issue of UJ to its long-term agenda in

2018[4] – yet as of now, no significant outcomes have been achieved. For

present purposes, UJ will refer to universal criminal jurisdiction sensu stricto

– the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction over international core crimes in

the absence of any traditional jurisdictional link such as territory or

personality.[5]

Legitimacy in International Law
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So far, questions about the whether of UJ in the current international legal

order have dominated the debate. In cases such as the Pinochet case in the UK

(1998) or the Arrest Warrant case before the International Court of Justice

(2000), the question of legitimacy has been posed mainly as a question of

inter-sovereign relations. The scholarly discourse also often goes straight to

international law, to matters of sovereignty, non-intervention, and immunity

of state officials.[6] Undoubtedly, all these issues are critical and need to be

addressed in every effort to understand and conceptualize UJ. Nevertheless,

without expanding the ambit of our inquiry, the picture of UJ will remain

incomplete; UJ also poses significant challenges to our intuitive understanding

of criminal law and punishment.

A unique feature of UJ seems to be its innate link to a specific set of crimes.

The question of what conduct and which crimes fall under the umbrella of UJ

has often been combined with the question of its legitimacy. In the case of

traditional jurisdictional principles, on the contrary, international law does not

limit the jurisdictional scope to certain crimes, once it has been established

that a situation falls under the general ambit of a state’s prescriptive

jurisdiction.[7] Therefore, one core issue prompting examination is how to

determine and justify the substantive scope of UJ. Certain fault lines between

different styles and traditions of legal thinking become visible in this context:

Public international lawyers focus on state practice, opinio iuris, and

international conventions – they tend to ask formal questions about legal

status. Domestic and international criminal lawyers, on the other hand, often

approach the question of UJ’s legitimacy as a problem of legitimate

criminalization and are concerned with the question of what makes

international crimes special – they tend to ask questions about substance.[8]

How both types of questions – and the underlying inductive and deductive

approaches[9] – interact and interrelate deserves more attention, especially in

the context of UJ.

That is because, as previous cases have shown, domestic and international

prescriptive authority concerning the definition of international crimes might

conflict. For example, German courts have included the cultural destruction of

a protected group in the definition of genocide in a UJ case and thereby

diverged from the jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals.[10] This

inevitably provokes certain follow-up questions: Are domestic courts in

administering UJ strictly bound by the definition and interpretation of

international crimes under international law? Or do they have complete, or at

least some, interpretive leeway?[11] The issue boils down to a fundamental

“choice of law” determination for UJ cases. Do domestic courts apply domestic

law, which is territorially extended in scope in accordance with international

law or do they directly apply international law, which merely has been

incorporated into a domestic legal system?[12] While the former view is in line

with the traditional understanding of jurisdiction in international law, the

latter might find support in a criminal law oriented analysis of UJ.

Legitimacy in Criminal Law
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In contrast to traditional issues in international law, the more general question

of why punishment based on UJ can be legitimized vis-à-vis the accused

individual has gained much less attention. First, international law is

traditionally concerned with states, not humans, as its primary legal subjects.

Second, domestic theories of punishment, as justifications of certain state

behavior, often exclude or sideline the issue of “jurisdiction” as a merely

technical and practical matter. They often assume a homogenous community

that agrees on a set of norms and punishes any community member who

subsequently violates these norms to either reaffirm the norm or deter other

community members. As a result, these theories regularly neglect non-

paradigmatic cases, such as the extraterritorial punishment of foreigners, in

favor of an idealized setting for criminal law theorizing.

Obviously, things are more complicated in UJ cases. One might ask, for

example, how the forum state’s claim to rightfully judge and punish a foreign

national without any prior relationship can be justified. Upon closer

inspection, it becomes apparent that the normative right to punish and the

normative standing of the punishing entity vis-à-vis the accused individual as

discussed in philosophical accounts of criminal law are more closely connected

to the issue of jurisdiction than often assumed.[13] Instead of taking

jurisdiction for granted, UJ challenges criminal law theorists to rethink their

underlying assumptions about the power and competence to punish in non-

ideal—i.e., extraterritorial—cases. Focusing on the question of the relevant

sovereign in the penal relation of UJ[14] might also, in turn, require rethinking

the traditional and widely shared assumption in international legal scholarship

that UJ is concerned with the extraterritorial extension of domestic penal

power. The acknowledgment that legitimizing punishment vis-à-vis a person

requires at least some pre-established connection between the accused and the

punishing polity/sovereign might lead to the conclusion that UJ needs to be

understood as a derivative right.[15] In this view, the forum state is vicariously

enforcing the ius puniendi of the international community, of which the

accused was a member at the time of commission.

Jurisdiction and Procedure

Furthermore, the question of how UJ should be administered procedurally is

no more straightforward. Although there is a general consensus that, as a

baseline, domestic courts apply domestic procedural law in UJ trials, past and

ongoing trials have exposed problems with this approach. For example, victim

communities and members of the affected society criticized the lack of

outreach efforts and language accessibility of UJ trials in Germany, leading to

debates about changing procedural norms specifically for UJ proceedings.[16]

Also, the collection and analysis of evidence and witness testimonies, often in a

foreign country and language, proves difficult. As a result, multiple European

states have introduced units that specialize in investigating extraterritorial

crimes and engage in transnational evidence sharing.[17]

To argue that there is a connection between the jurisdictional basis of a case

and the proper way of adjudicating it is not as odd as it might sound at first. If

understood as a special form of vicarious jurisdiction for and in the name of
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the international community, UJ might not only affect the choice of applicable

substantive law – e.g., in the sense that only international crimes as

recognized and defined in customary international law may be applied. It may

also require adapting domestic criminal procedure to serve the interests of the

international community – e.g., in terms of information about the trial and its

outcomes. Legal scholarship will need to critically examine ongoing trials to

analyze the specific challenges and dynamics of UJ procedure and offer

potential solutions. The coming years will be crucial for developing best

practices for the administration of UJ.

A Call to Action

After a previous “rise and fall”[18] and a “quiet expansion,”[19] we are

currently observing an unprecedented upsurge in UJ proceedings –

predominantly, but not exclusively, in Europe. Only time will tell whether it is

justified to frame this development as a “rebirth”[20] or a “new era”[21] of UJ.

In any case, legal scholarship should take an active role in these developments

by monitoring and critically analyzing the rise of UJ trials.[22] Legal

academia’s main function will be to bridge the gaps between disciplines,

domains, and debates to prevent the fragmentation of UJ into a series of

random iterations of extraterritorial jurisdiction labelled “universal

jurisdiction.”

Powerful new tools facilitate critical engagement with the question of UJ for

international crimes: the NGO “Trial International” has created an interactive

online map tracking all UJ cases worldwide and the “Justice Beyond Borders”

mapping tool displays the domestic implementation of international criminal

law and the legal conditions for exercising extraterritorial jurisdiction over

each crime across jurisdictions.

It is high time we put them to use.
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